
Mark Scheme
 

Q1.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) C – CH3CH3   
(b) carbon skeleton correct including

double bond (1)

rest of molecule correct (1)

allow CH3

(2)

(c) CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

reactant formulae (1)
product formulae (1)
balancing of correct
formulae (1)

accept multiples

 

reject incorrect use of cases and
non-subscripts

(3)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(d) advantages

renewable / sustainable
more plants can be grown
crops use up carbon dioxide and produce oxygen when
growing /photosynthesising
carbon neutral because the carbon produced during
combustion is used when growing the plants
does not use up crude oil/non-renewable resources

disadvantages

crops grown for bio-fuels use up land
land could otherwise be used to provide homes / less
farmland available for growing food crops
lots of crops required to provide a small amount of
bio-methane
bad season reduces availability
carbon emissions due to transport and production if
qualified

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. using bio-methane conserves fossil fuels and

uses up carbon dioxide when plants are grown
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. growing plants to produce biomethane is
sustainable and conserves fossil fuels but uses up lots of farm land
which could be used to grow plants for food
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the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 detailed description e.g growing plants remove carbon dioxide from
the air during photosynthesis and conserves fossil fuels but lots of
crops are required to make biomethane and this uses up farm land
which could otherwise be used to grow crops for food
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 

 

Q2.           

 

 

Q3.           
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Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
remove delivery tube from water 
before stopping heating

other words which make sequence
clear

use of (Bunsen) valve

(1)

 

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) remove delivery tube from water 

before stopping heating
other words which make sequence
clear

(1)
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use of (Bunsen) valve
(b) B C4H8   

(1)
(c) contains a {double/multiple} bond ignore "spare bonds"

ignore reference to number of
hydrogen atoms attached.

 

(1)

(d) A description to include

bromine water is orange (1)

propane: (remains) orange / no
colour change (1)

propene: becomes colourless
/decolourises (1)

 

red / yellow / brown any combination
of these

 

ignore clear /discolours

(3)

(e) An explanation linking anytwo of

shorter chain molecules are
more useful ORA (1)

demand for shorter chain
molecules ORA (1)

meets demand

reduces the excess of longer
chain molecules (1)

(cracking) produces alkenes
(1)

alkenes used to make
polymers (1)

 

reject long chain molecules are
useless

named fraction/use/fuel

 

 

named fraction /use/fuel

(2)

 

 

 

Q6.           
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Q7.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) C2H4 + H2o → C2H5OH

C2H4 as reactant (1)

rest of equation correct conditional on
C2H4 as a reactant (1 )

do not allow H2O / H2O / lower case
h/HOH

allow C2H6O for ethanol ignore state
symbols

 

 

 

(2)
(b) A description including any two from

dissolve sugar in water/sugar
solution (1)

(add) yeast (1)

warm / any temperature or
range within 15 to 40°C (1)

anaerobic /
{no/little}{air/oxygen} can
enter the apparatus (1)

 

allow glucose solution
ignore carbohydrate

allow room temperature
ignore heat unless specified
temperature
ignore optimum temperature

do not allow just 'sealed container'
ignore fractional distillation

(2)

(c) An explanation linking

Marking point 1 – sugar- one
from
sugar obtained from {plants
/crops/specific crop} (1)
(plenty of) land available to
grow {plants /crops/specific
crop} (for fermentation)(1)

Marking point 2 - ethene
ethene obtained from {crude
oil / fractional distillation
/cracking} (1)

Marking point 3 – cost/energy –
one from
cannot afford to buy crude oil
(1)
crude oil is too expensive (1)
more expensive to
{use/buy/produce} ethene (1)
cheaper to use fermentation
(1)

 

ignore answers that just repeat the
information in the question

ignore vague answers such as carbon
neutral/environmentally friendly

for marking point 1 OR2, allow plants
renewable/{crude oil/ethene}
non-renewable (1)

 

 

 

 

allow {little/no} {heat/energy}
required for fermentation (1) allow
{high temperature /high pressure}
required for hydration of ethene (1)

(3)

(d) An explanation including any two from

formulae differ by CH2

general formula is CnH2n+1OH (2)

allow increase by {CH2/1 carbon and2

(2)
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same general formula

all have {OH/hydroxyl group}

hydrogens}

do not allow incorrect general formula

allow have similar chemical
{reactions /properties}/same
functional group/OH from an incorrect
general formula

ignore 'hydroxide'/all end in (an)ol /all
alcohols

ignore physical properties

maximum (1) if hydroxide ions
/carboxyl group

 

 

Q8.          
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Q9.           
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